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I. Basic information 

Country: Albania Name of project: LevizAlbania 

  

 

Goal Albanian population benefits from an improved democracy at local level 

Outcomes  

(Project Objective, Purpose) 

Outcome 1: Civic actors influence local priority setting, decision-

making, and oversight of local authorities 

 

Outcome 2: Civil society actors initiate and support selected structural 

changes to improve democracy at local level 

 

Project phase duration: 

July 1st, 2015 - June 30th, 2019 

Reporting period: 

July 1st, 2016 - June 30th, 2017 

 

Budget in phase   1,861,920 CHF  

Information on contributions of partners and/or other donors (calculated in CHF) N/A 

 

Implementing organizations: OSFA, Co-PLAN, PARTNERS ALBANIA 

Main national partner:  

Open Society Foundation for Albania (OSFA) 

 Main international partners: N/A  

 

Team Leader: Valbona Kuko Project staff number: 10  

 

Report submitted to the Swiss Embassy in Tirana on: October 18th, 2017 
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II. Executive summary 

LevizAlbania (LA) is operating in an area dense with other projects and government initiatives which support 

local governance reform focused on enhancing financial decentralisation, improving the quality of public 

services, enhancing the transparency and accountability of local governments, and strengthening community 

participation in decision-making processes. 

 

While most of other projects are focusing on strengthening the local government capacities, LA has a special 

focus on strengthening the civil society actors to indirectly influence local democracy. With this distinctive 

quality, LA established and consolidated its profile and it is currently considered a flagship project for civil 

society that is inspiring other donors to structure similar interventions following LA model. 

LA is distinguished by its innovative approach, transparent procedures, ease of application and support for 

small and not-consolidated locally rooted CSOs or individuals. With the objective to address local concerns 

and improve local democracy, LA has supported overall 78 ideas through grants (52), fellowships (22) and 

Rapid Response instruments (4) in 43 municipalities (70% of the country) covering a variety of topics and 

issues.  

 

Winning ideas represent a combination of more important, across the country relevant ideas with some very 

locally rooted interests and concerns: from increased public participation in local decision making to enhanced 

youth participation; from advocacy to increased transparency; from monitoring of electoral promises to 

petitions and interventions related to environment. 661 applications are received so far, while 219 applicants 

have presented their ideas in front of the Grants’ Board in three calls for applications organized so far. Projects’ 

effects are tangible on the ground and appreciated by local communities. 

 

They contributed to the empowerment of citizens to demand and enhance transparency and accountability of 

local government in compliance with program of transparency and the Law on Right to Information, 

establishment of functional participatory mechanisms, improved public services to communities, social 

inclusion of vulnerable groups such as Roma and Egyptians and (rural) women, increased voluntarism and 

activism among the youth as well as generation of public debates and protests on issues of concern for public 

at large. 

 

In the two upcoming calls for applications, LA will give clear priority to locally rooted organizations and 

individuals, exploring areas of civil society that were not very active so far. Funds will be mostly available for 

small organizations and individuals, while consolidated organizations will be obliged to enter into partnerships 

with local organizations to ensure transfer of knowledge and skills. For this purpose, two lines of grants will 

be established: one with a limit of 20,000 CHF for small organizations and the other with a limit of 50,000 

CHF for large organizations. An online application procedure for concept ideas, reducing paper burden for 

grantees and the timeline for the whole process will be applied in the next call for applications. 

 

Furthermore, in this second phase of project implementation LA will shift towards up-scaling activities and 

successfully implemented ideas. One of the call directions under 4th Call for Applications is dedicated to up-

scaling projects aiming to capitalize on the results achieved from the supported grants. This will serve to 

enhance sustainability of intervention in local areas and promote networking and partnerships among 

organizations and fellows. Simplified procedures will be applied for the up-scaling direction. 

 

Grants’ implementation is supplemented by implementation of Strategic Enabling Instruments. The two SEIs 

projects currently under implementation have contributed in creating tools and increasing capacities for local 

actors to interact with local authorities. The www.financatvendore.al platform has already become a reference 

tool for all actors and interested stakeholders with almost 37,000 visitors in the site. The Platform provides 

municipal financial data available, easy-to-understand and shareable for the public. 

 

 

 

http://www.financatvendore.al/
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Over the past year, the work on the Municipal Financial Platform has focused on three key fronts: 

1. A new architecture for the platform aimed to increase the user-friendly experience - The new version 

of the platform is being designed with the primary focus on improving the users experience by 

increasing the number of analysis it offers and visualizations.  

2. Transiting from data to information - Over the past year, the platform has increased its data processing 

and publishing frequency from yearly to quarterly basis. The team works on drafting reports, quarterly 

and annual, which offer a concise summary on the key trends and patterns noticeable across the 3-

month or 1-year period, transiting from “data” to “valuable, actionable information”. 

3. Promoting the platform as a reliable data source to media, researchers, municipalities themselves, 

students, organizations, etc. 

 

The other SEI project is seeking to strengthen CSOs for effective inclusiveness and participation in policy and 

decision making. In this framework, an online training interface was created and 196 participants have 

benefited from 21 capacity building activities. Trainings were provided on community mobilization, project 

proposal writing and participatory governance. In addition, three thematic networking sessions with LA 

grantees were organized with 32 participants. To improve exchange of knowledge, the project facilitated two 

regional networking sessions with representatives from Croatia and Kosovo. As a novelty of intervention, the 

project facilitated eight coaching sessions with LA grantees and other 8 organizations. 

 

From September 2017, the consortium partner OSFA started the implementation of two other SEI projects: (i) 

establishing two local law centers in two municipalities and (ii) empowering local media - multifunctional 

platform to support local democracy. The use of SEI proved to be very beneficial for CSOs through creation 

of tools and mechanisms to be used for their actions towards improved local democracy. 

 

LA has achieved a wide national outreach due to the diversification of communication channels. LA facilitated 

production of one mini-documentary and set up an aggressive media campaign on social media and 

participation in TV programs promoting LA, calls for applications and LevizWeek. All grantees were present 

in social networks and local media to publicize their activities and multiply the community awareness. 

Chapter 2: Outcomes achieved during July 1st, 2016 - June 30th, 2017 

 

LevizAlbania takes aim at two main Outcomes:  

Outcome 1: Civic actors influence local priority setting, decision-making and oversight of local 

authorities.  

 

Outcome 2: Civil society actors initiate and support targeted structural changes to improve democracy at 

local level.  

 

Grants and fellowships have impacted the overall goal of the project. LA has supported projects that take action 

to influence local priorities and public services, decision making and oversight of local authorities in 43 

Municipalities or 70.5% of local government. Out of these, 14 LA supported grants have monitored and 

published reports that provide information and practices that could be used for the public at large. In 18 

municipalities it is reported an improved access to information out of 27 municipalities benefiting from 

projects implemented on that area. The average reported progress regarding access to information in these 

municipalities is at 4.5%1, based on the methodology applied by BIRN. 

 

In 19 municipalities, LA supported projects have improved participatory mechanisms. Nine projects enhanced 

youth participation in decision- making process through (i) setting up Youth Advisory Boards to lobby and 

                                                           
1 “ National monitoring report ‘Local government under the lenses of the right to information” BIRN, April 2017. 
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advocate for youth priorities and monitor the work of municipal council and (ii) supported youth activism and 

voluntarism. 

 

Two projects have introduced good models for holding accountable the elected and appointed local officials 

vs. their electoral promises contributing to achievement of some progress in addressing electoral promises in 

one municipality and 4 Administrative Units (AU). Six projects have held accountable local governments to 

improve their practices of work and services through research, monitoring and ICT identifying (i) deficiencies 

in the documentation procedures and processes of participatory budgeting in one municipality; (ii) non-

compliance with legal requirements for approving licenses for hydropower plants in Valbona valley and Vjosa 

river; (iii) gaps in provision of public services of integrated waste management, public transport,  social 

services and public information in five municipalities. 

Five projects have used innovative approaches and tools to increase demand for transparency and public 

participation through articles (three projects), multimedia and use of technology (four projects), whereas most 

of the projects have made use of traditional media and social media to initiate and support public debates and 

protests related to waste imports law, which was not decreed by the President and signing a petition to call off 

the construction of hydropower plants in Vjosa river. LA supported projects have initiated 15 petitions from 

local communities as a pressure tool to address their priorities. 

 

Due to actions taken by the grantee Eco Albania, a court decision is taken in favor of the cause - the right of 

citizens to be heard in a meaningful consultation process for the hydropower constructions. Another project, 

introduced for the first time the model of community structure based on self-organization model. This approach 

was embraced by the Municipality of Berat that formalized this structure in the urban area. 

At least 19 civil society organizations partnerships, supported by LA grants, have (i) demanded reforms of 

local government, and (ii) monitor the implementation of local government plans and reforms. Some examples 

are: monitoring of fire-fighting service, primary health care, participatory budgeting, public concessions, 

public finances, urban waste management, youth participation in decision making process, etc. 

In parallel, the project delivered several tools and capacity building for local CSOs to support their activities 

towards improving democracy at local level. Through one SEI instrument the project created the platform 

www.financatvendore.al that provides large scope information on use and planning of public funds in each 

municipality, allowing local CSOs to actively participate in decision making and accountability processes. The 

portal had 36,859 visitors so far. 

In the framework of the other SEI project, local actors were trained in different topics related to local 

government and citizens’ participation, using online tools and in-class training. Large scale interventions are 

also expected with the roll out of the two new SEI projects to be implemented from autumn 2017. Following 

intensive cooperation with LA and guidance, all grantees and fellows have frequently used social media and 

other national or local outlets to showcase the activities undertaken and to promote the ideas in their 

communities. Several articles published by grantees were re-published in other media, multiplying the 

audience and effect. 

Outcome 1: Civic actors influence the local priority setting, decision-making, and oversight of local 

authorities. 

Based on the findings of the evaluation report for the projects of the 1st and 2nd Calls for Applications 

commissioned by LA, it is assessed the project is making progress and is on track in achieving its overall 

objective to improve democracy at local level through results achieved by grants implemented under “Outcome 

1: Civic actors influence the local priority setting, decision making, and oversight of local authorities.”  

 

The project has produced concrete changes in the life of communities through their bottom up pressure and 

has made them actors of change of their life and avails of a multitude of knowledge products produced by 

http://www.financatvendore.al/
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grantees that can serve as baselines and feed in new project ideas and with a high multiplication effect and 

impact in the next calls for applications. 

 

The project has contributed in building capacities of CSOs, communities and individuals in research and 

evidence-based interventions and in introducing innovative practices and approaches and it is recommended 

that these practices/approaches are replicated and scaled up.  

 

Several activities were directed towards capitalization of grants’ results to disseminate success stories of 

grantees as well as share lessons learnt with the public at large, but also among grantees, to enhance peer 

learning, (intra-municipal/intra-regional) cooperation and partnerships. In the 3rd Year of implementation 

phase, the project will encourage partnerships between/among CSOs/fellowship individuals for grant ideas 

that are similar to the ones already implemented particularly for supporting (new) CSOs in peripheral areas. 

Output 1.1: Demand-driven grants, fellowships, and Rapid Response action (when warranted) are 

awarded and are successfully implemented. 

To date, all grants and fellowships are smoothly implemented and have produced tangible effects in the 

concerned communities. 

a. Demand driven grants 

 

Calls for applications in a snapshot: 

 

 

•3 calls for applications opened and contracted;

•661 applications recieved;

•3 Idea Competitions organzied in 9 municipalities with 219 applicants presenting
their ideas.

Calls for Applications

•43 municipalities covered;

•2 nationalwide projects.

Geographic distribution

•74 grants contracted amounting 1,595,824 CHF;

•22 fellowships/individuals;

•28 projects succefully completed to date.

Contracted
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Geographic distribution of applicants according to their origin vs. area of implementation 

 
When it comes to the origin of the grantees there is a discrepancy compared with the area of implementation, 

as 64% of the awarded grantees implement project out of area of their origin. In most of the cases this are 

Tirana based organizations implementing projects in very remote area such as in Bulqize, Mat, Perrenjas, 

Maliq, Permet, Librazhd, Cerrik etc. Nevertheless, these projects are implemented in partnerships with local 

actors. 

 

A direct effect of LA supported initiatives was a large number of petitions to Local Government authorities on 

different issues concerning local communities. LA through the grant scheme has supported 15 petitions, 

respectively: 

 

• One petition signed by 2,000 community members of Vjosa valley sent to Prime Minister requesting 

cancellation of the hydropower plant in Vjosa River and granting to the area the status of National 

Park; 

• One petition signed by 1,200 community members to open the youth center in Kamza municipality, 

which was included in the agenda of municipal council meeting in March 2017, but still pending; 

• Six petitions in Pogradec addressing issues are related to improve infrastructure, recreational parks; 

• Two petitions sent respectively by AU Baldushk and Krrabe, Tirana requesting building of the bridge 

Kociaj-Veski (included in 2017 budget) and paving the road Skuterre-Qender (pending); 

• One petition by the community of Shirgjan/Muriqan AU in Elbasan to provide waste collection bins 

(solved); 

• One petition by the community of Torovice AU, Lezhe cleaning up of irrigation system as flood 

prevention measure (pending); 
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• Two petitions by the community of AU Novosele in Vlora to pave the road to Akerni village (solved) 

and one petition in Orikum AU, Vlore requesting intervention in sewage system to stop discharging 

sewage into sea and negatively affecting tourism (pending); 

• One petition by the community of former Maliq wetland and Korça region signed by 450 citizens sent 

to Prime Minister, asking the government to withdraw the draft-law on turf soil usage for alternative 

energy.  

 

The grants scheme implemented so far is distinguished for the ease of application and streamlined procedures, 

allowing also small CSOs and individuals to compete for their authentic ideas in their small communities. To 

further boost, the process LA will: 

• Encourage participation of small CSOs and fellows in future calls for applications; 

• Introduce the up-scaling mechanism from the 4th Call for Applications; 

• Streamline the application and evaluation procedure and review the grants limits; 

• Follow the practical impacts of initiatives supported in previous calls for applications and increase 

cooperation with local authorities to extend the effects of intervention. 

 

While projects financed under 2nd and 3rd Calls for Applications are still under implementation, based on the 

evaluation report of the 1st and 2nd Calls for Applications there is substantial evidence that the projects have 

contributed to the following results: 

 

 
 

In the next two calls for applications LA will increase the number of conditions to stimulate partnerships 

amongst applicants and include small or new CSOs and fellows from small and remote cities in Albania that 

will apply in partnership with consolidated CSOs.  
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b. Rapid Response Assistance 

 

To date, four (4) projects are supported through this instrument. During the reporting period, LA has contracted 

three Rapid Response projects that have addressed issues related to environmental protection. Although 

targeting local issues, the projects supported aimed advocacy at national level, as such with great national 

impact such was the case of the project aiming to prevent the enactment of the Law on Waste Import 

implemented by the National Alliance against Import of Waste (AKIP). AKIP supported a group of citizens 

‘movement against the amendments of the law on integrated waste management. As result of the intensive 

campaign, there have been some achievements: 

 

• Improvement of the draft law on integrated waste management, including a special provision of 

involvement of civil society to monitor the import of the wastes; 

• The President of the Republic of Albania did not decree the law approved by the Parliament and sent 

it back for improvements; 

• The Parliament in its new session in September 2017 endorsed the decree of the President and the 

government will initiate public consultations on the Waste Imports Law prior to submitting to 

parliament again. 

 

The project implemented by “Shoqata e Perfitimit Fizik” (Physical Benefit Association) requested the 

withdrawal by the Government of the draft law aiming the use of turf for electricity production and steam 

heating. The project focused its activities in two main directions (i) awareness raising of the citizens of Maliq; 

and (ii) advocating with Government of Albania and the Members of Parliament to withdraw the draft law 

“On approval of some amendments to the status of the agricultural land, of 288.4 hectares, in the mining area, 

for the use of turf for the production of electricity”. The project organized 17 public hearings with community, 

meetings with the mayors of Korca, Maliq and Pogradec, meetings with Members of Parliaments from the 

Productive Activities Commission. Nearly 450 citizens signed a petition addressed to the Government and 

Parliament. Due to the intensive advocacy actions, the Parliament has not enacted the draft law yet.  

 

The results achieved so far are in line with the objectives foreseen in the LA Project Document (Prodoc). The 

project received a high number of applications for this instrument, although more than 80% were not fitting 

the requirements and were more suitable for ordinary calls for applications rather than Rapid Response 

Instrument. LA will foster the communication and improve the web section for this instrument that will 

continue to preserve its nature and be used in periods between calls. The approval procedure will be fastened 

as well. 

Output 1.2: Capacities of civic actors and fellows (including media) to influence local democracy are 

improved through training and networking. 

This Output is addressed through a concerted effort. First, LA has organized several capacity building activities 

for grantees and potential applicants. These activities had a determined target and were focused on increasing 

capacities of candidates and grantees to understand local government, different intervention areas interesting 

for the project, as well as improved capacities for project management and implementation. On a second 

intervention stream, a large training component targeting all CSOs on local government related issues is 

implemented through the SEI2. 

Output 1.3: The capacities of local journalist to play a pivotal role in advancing local democracy are 

enhanced through hands-on training and resources. 

 

The use of media and communication techniques played a crucial role in all implemented projects, while also 

LA made extensive use of communication tools. All projects made extensive use of media and were trained 

by LA on media techniques and utilization.  

                                                           
2 Please see sections below for detailed information. 
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Another important component of this output is the capacity building of local journalists. LA supported grants 

have trained more than 150 local journalists on the right to information, public contracts, local budgeting 

process, etc.3 Although there are some sporadic trainings of journalists on local democracy, LA will 

structurally approach this issue through the new SEI project started implementation from September 2017. 

 

Outcome 2: Civil society actors initiate and support selected structural changes to improve 

democracy at local level. 

The Outcome 2 represents a long-term goal of the project and generally covers the interventions’ sustainability. 

The interventions under this outcome are mostly based on using Strategic Enabling Instruments (SEI) to 

support civil society and other interested stakeholders to improve local democracy and generate structural 

changes. Besides the two SEI implemented so far during this stage, the SDC approved two additional SEIs in 

September 2017: 

 

• Establishment of two local law centers; 

• Empowering local media - multifunctional platform to support local democracy. 

 
Indicators Targets 2015-2019 State of play 

2.1 Use of SEI to bring about 

change at the local level. 

2.1 By the end of the project, across 

Albania citizens and civic actors are 

using the SEIs in their efforts to 

bring about enhanced democracy at 

the local level4. 

 

2.1 At least 7 LA supported grantees are extensively 

making use of SEI instrument financatvendore.al for 

evidence based advocacy with municipalities and 

the portal has had 36.859visitors.  

 

2.2 LA has developed through SEI instruments and 

grants 5 platforms that are used by local advocates 

to improve their work: 

1. The transparency municipality platform: 

www.financatvendore.al;  

2. CSO online Interface platform used for on-line 

trainings, coaching and organizing sharing 

regional best practices sessions; 

3. www.pushtetivendor.al online media dedicated 

to local government implemented by BIRN 

Albania;  

4. www.openprocurement.al/implemented by 

Albanian Institute of Science, that has published 

all the contracts of the municipalities; 

5. www.unemonitoroj.com, a website established 

by Forumi i Mendimit te Lire that has published 

the electoral promises of Mayors of Tirana, 

Vlora, Lezha and Elbasan. The website allows 

the citizens to denounce issues at their localities 

related with local government. 

 

Furthermore, the national report on the proactive 

transparency prepared by BIRN Albania is largely 

being used by local democracy advocators. 

 

2.3 100% of the actual awarded projects make 

intensive use of media and social media.  

2.2 Types of instruments and 

frameworks that facilitate the work 

of the democracy advocates at the 

local level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3. Percent of projects that make 

use of media and social media. 

2.2 Democracy advocates working at 

local and national level (including 

public institutions) are benefiting 

from new laws, policies, practices, 

platforms and information that assist 

them to more effectively carry out 

their work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Media has been engaged 

(directly or indirectly) in enhancing 

local democracy and promoting 

social accountability in 50% of the 

projects. 

 

 

                                                           
3 Projects implemented by Albanian Institute of Science, BIRN Albania, Albanian Media Institute and IPPM. 
4 This includes changes such as CSOs and media increasingly exert pressure on local public authorities by tapping into evidence-based 

data for improved governance; and citizens advocate actively for improvements in services offered at the local level. 

http://www.financatvendore.al/
http://www.pushtetivendor.al/
http://www.openprocurement.al/
http://www.unemonitoroj.com/
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Output 2.2: Strengthening CSOs for effective inclusiveness and participation in policy- making and 

decision- making. 

 

The activities under this output are implemented in the framework of the SEI project implemented by Partners 

Albania (PA). The main pillars of intervention have been: 

• Establishing the online interface; 

• Delivering training (on-site and online); 

• Provide individual coaching and networking. 

Although the project started in October 2016, more than 196 participants have been trained and participated in 

the intensive training schedule and networking sessions. The project ensured a distribution of the participants 

(mainly focusing to less experienced NPO and activist) and outside Tirana. In a nutshell the main activities of 

the project are as follows: 

 

• Building an online Interface used for on-line trainings, coaching and organizing sharing regional best 

practices sessions; 

• Five training sessions (two days each on-site) on: Community Mobilization (3 sessions), and Project 

Proposal Writing (2 sessions); 

• Two online training sessions on: Participatory Governance, and Community Mobilization; 

• Three Thematic Networking Sessions with LA grantees of the 1st and 2nd Calls for Applications on: 

Community Mobilization; Youth Mobilization; and Advocacy and Monitoring of the Local 

Government. In total 32 participants (M, F) representing 20 grantees participated in the sessions; 

• Two on-line Regional Networking Sessions with: GONG organization from Croatia, and GAP 

organization from Kosovo. In total 33 persons participated in both sessions; 

• Eight (8) coaching sessions with LA grantees (5 on-line and 3 on-site) with 8 organizations.   

 

In figures: 

 

• In total, PA has received 455 applications for the above mention activities;  

• Whilst, 196 persons have benefited from the above-mentioned activities. Most of the participants are 

women (77%); 

• Overall, the project has trained 123 participants through two instruments online and on-site training; 

• It is noticed a high demand of applications to participate either on on-site and on-line training: out of 

total 331 applicants, 290 are not grantees of LA (98 of them participated in the trainings); 

• The project has ensured equal distributions of the participants with regard to the geographic origin;  

• Besides the high number of applications received from Tirana based organizations (74% of the total 

received applications), when it comes to the beneficiaries of the trainings, only 50% of the participants 

are from Tirana (54 participants out of 109).    

PA’s implemented for the first-time online trainings, an innovative approach in the field of education 

technology. During the 1st Year of implementation PA organized 3 online training. The online Interface utilized 

for the delivery was GoToTraining. Although this was a novelty approach, it was highly demanded and 

appreciated by the attendees. For most of them was the first time that participated in an online training and the 

interaction, involvement, engagement and communication were similar as it was an on-site training. PA invited 

not only the LA grantees, but even other CSOs that aim to apply at LA calls for applications. Concretely PA 

has received 75 applications to participate in the online trainings and 44 were selected to participate the 

sessions. 

Besides the traditional and online training, Partners Albania organized individual coaching to the LA grantees. 

The selected organizations were chosen in partnership with LA staff (8 LA grantees). The aim of the individual 

coaching was to orientate and support the grantees based on their needs and challenges in implementing their 

project. Partners Albania staff informed all the selected grantees of the aim of the coaching session and together 

with them decided to organize the coaching.  
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The individual coaching was organized both onsite and online. In overall, all the selected grantees appreciated 

the support and shared their challenges and needs to the coaches. A common challenge faced by selected 

organizations was the lack of cooperation of the municipal councils with their projects, especially in Kukes 

and Lezha regions, where the municipal councils’ meetings were not supportive to the local intervention from 

the organizations. In parallel, Partners Albania organized and delivered the first round of Thematic Networking 

Sessions for the LA grantees.  

 

The aim of the thematic networking sessions was to present and discuss on the needs and challenges 

encountered by the LA grantees during implementation of their projects. Also, these thematic sessions served 

to share experiences (best practices and lessons learned) among the LA beneficiaries that are implementing 

similar initiatives, in order to identify possibilities of collaboration and common activities. 

The LA grantees were divided in three major groups based to the topics as follows:  

• Community Mobilization, organized on February 14th, in Vora Municipality;  

• Youth Mobilization, organized on February 21st, in Durres Municipality;  

• Advocacy and Monitoring of the Local Government, organized on February 24th, in Tirana.  

These sessions were organized for the LA grantees of the 1st and 2nd Calls for Applications, in total were invited 

41 organization and individuals. The attendees in total were 32 people, representing 20 organizations and 4 

individual beneficiaries.  

Besides supporting the networking of CSOs with their national peers, Partners Albania organized two online 

networking sessions with regional organizations. The aim of the networking sessions was to enable the 

exchange and sharing of experiences, lessons learned, and best practices from the region in the implementation 

of similar initiatives with the ones implemented by civic actors supported by LA. 

 

The first regional networking session was organized on April 4th with the expert from the Gong Foundation, a 

well-known organization from Croatia, attended by 17 participants. The second regional networking session 

was organized online in June 2nd, 2017 with experts from GAP Institute in Kosovo, which brought their 

experience in advocacy activities implemented by the institute to increase transparency and accountability of 

the local governance in Kosovo (16 participants attended). 

 

Output 2.3: Open data platform to measure the fiscal and financial performance of local 

governments created through the support of Co-PLAN and OSFA and is accessed by 

interested parties. 
 

One year on, the platform brings for the first-time municipal financial data (including revenues and 

expenditure) for all the LGUs in Albania in a systematic way, since 2010 offering invaluable insights into the 

pre-& post-Territorial Administrative Reform. The Platform provides municipal financial data available, easy-

to-understand and shareable for the public. All of the graphs and reports generated by the platform are fully 

downloadable. Over the past year it has been a total of 36,859 viewers of the platform, almost a 400% increase 

during the first half of 2017 compared to the second half of 2016.  

Over the past year, the work on the Municipal Financial Platform has focused on three key fronts: 

 

1. A new architecture for the platform aimed to increase the user-friendly experience 

 

The new version of the platform is being designed with the primary focus on improving the user experience 

by increasing the number of analyses it offers and visualizations. For the average users, including citizens, 

media, etc., it offers pre-defined indicators such as:  

• Where money comes from - four different indicators showing the composition and performance over 

time of local government revenues, one of which is the breakdown by individual taxes and fees;   

• How it is used by municipalities - five different indicators showing the composition and performance 

over time of local government expenditures such as: 
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✓ How much is used for personnel salaries, how much for operating costs, and how much for 

investments - based on the economic nature; 

✓ The breakdown of operating costs based on the structure of expenditures, which is a complete 

novelty as the central government does not report on this; 

✓ The breakdown of investments by sectors, showing in which sectors municipalities invest the 

most – based on the structure of the investments; 

✓ The breakdown of total expenditures by sectors; showing in which functions municipalities 

spend the most thus not just investments; 

✓ The breakdown of all expenditures by the source of financing; A predefined chart is produced 

that shows how much is financed from local government own revenues and how much is 

financed through conditional grants. 

 

For all types of expenditure graphs, the user may choose to see how much of it is financed from local 

government themselves (from tax revenues, unconditional grants, shared taxes) and how much is financed 

from conditional grants from the central government. 

 

For advanced users, including specialized media, researchers, municipalities themselves, academics, and 

experts, the new architecture allows for a number of detailed analyses and insight into financial indicators such 

as fiscal autonomy and financial performance, in addition to the possibility to compare the performance of 

multiple municipalities over a number of years for single or multiple indicators through two different types of 

visualizations.  

 

All this increases the local governance transparency on the use of public funding and provides invaluable 

information to feed into policy briefs, municipal budgetary planning, media reports, scientific papers, essays, 

graphic visualizations, etc.  

 

2. Transiting from data to information  

 

Over the past year, the platform has increased its data processing and publishing frequency from yearly to 

quarterly basis, meaning that users, will not have to wait until the end of a fiscal year before they obtain a clear 

picture a municipality’s performance, but can monitor on a quarterly basis, increasing the chances for 

corrective action or any kind of advocacy work to be data-driven and evidence based.  

 

This also means that, monitoring projects and initiatives have a reliable systematic source of data and 

information to identify project ideas, or input for any project activity.    

 

With the same frequency the team works on compiling reports, quarterly and annual, which offer a concise 

summary on the key trends and patterns noticeable across the 3-month or 1-year period, transiting from “data” 

to “valuable, actionable information”. 

 

The reports are published on the website, downloadable, and shared electronically with a large database 

consisting of the various user profiles. The most recent example is that of the Status Report “Local Government 

Finances 2016: Where money comes from and how it is used by municipalities” as part of the LA Democracy 

Week, in April 2017.  

 

The report was published in two languages (Albanian and English) and was widely disseminated among 

partners, media organizations, and various target groups, leading to a number of published articles (links 

below). 
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3. Promoting the platform as a reliable data source to media, researchers, municipalities themselves, 

students, organizations, etc. 

 

During the first half of 2017, the platform has been used as a source for data from various media (counting at 

least 13 occasions), including print, broadcast, and online5. In order to ensure that the platform is not only 

introduced, but at the same time “anchored” in the professional routines of various target groups, such as 

CSOs, academics, researchers, media organizations, activists, Local Government Units, etc., the platform has 

been introduced in a number of thematic trainings and info-sessions. Wherever possible, it has also been 

presented and integrated in other organizational activities, whose focus was on local governance (counting at 

least 7 cases).  

 

The results achieved during this 1st Year, are: 

 

• Increased transparency in governance, mainly on a local level, through dissemination and sharing of 

data for CSOs, citizens and other interested stakeholders. 6 quarterly and annual reports and 1 

newsletter on municipal finance have been circulated among stakeholders; 

• Increased reliability and accountability of local government, by generating and making public a series 

of comparisons, as between local governments within the country and in the region, citizens and other 

stakeholders concerned, by giving a clear analysis of the situation and financial performance of LGUs. 

The new features of the platform allow for comparisons among different years within any given LGU 

or various LGUs among them;  

• Improved dialogue between stakeholders, and increased engagement vis-à-vis aspects impacted, or 

impacting local finances;  

• Improved decision-making practices pertinent or related to the field of local finances that are evidence-

based. 

  

                                                           
5http://www.monitor.al/analiza-investimet-kapitale-te-bashkive-rane-16-ne-9-mujorin-e-2016/; http://www.panorama.com.al/analiza-

shifrat-si-rane-investimet-kapitale-te-bashkive/ ; http://www.albeu.com/shqiperi/bashkite-harxhojne-71-te-fondeve-vetem-per-

paga/302084/. 

https://www.scan-tv.com/fondet-per-vendoret-raporti-si-perdoren-parate-nga-bashkite-e-reja/. 
http://www.oranews.tv/ekonomi/ne-site-financat-e-bashkive-taksa-e-prones-kontribuesi-kryesor/. 

http://www.oranews.tv/puntate/para-e-pasuri-fondet-e-bashkive-ligji-i-ri-per-decentralizimin/. 

http://shekulli.com.al/p.php?id=620056&fondet-per-vendoret-raporti-si-perdoren-parate-nga-bashkite-e-reja. 
https://opozita.com/2017/03/analiza-investimet-kapitale-te-bashkive-rane-16-ne-9-mujorin-e-2016/. 
https://shtetiweb.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Raporti_2016_ACIR0_01052017_Disseminated.pdf 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etqmWHv72ZQ (Scan TV coverage); https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_OBlyaItKDw (Scan 

TV coverage); http://www.oranews.tv/puntate/para-e-pasuri-fondet-e-bashkive-ligji-i-ri-per-decentralizimin/ ; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfHtyO73Y3A (Ora News coverage). 

http://www.monitor.al/analiza-investimet-kapitale-te-bashkive-rane-16-ne-9-mujorin-e-2016/
http://www.panorama.com.al/analiza-shifrat-si-rane-investimet-kapitale-te-bashkive/
http://www.panorama.com.al/analiza-shifrat-si-rane-investimet-kapitale-te-bashkive/
http://www.albeu.com/shqiperi/bashkite-harxhojne-71-te-fondeve-vetem-per-paga/302084/
http://www.albeu.com/shqiperi/bashkite-harxhojne-71-te-fondeve-vetem-per-paga/302084/
https://www.scan-tv.com/fondet-per-vendoret-raporti-si-perdoren-parate-nga-bashkite-e-reja/
http://www.oranews.tv/ekonomi/ne-site-financat-e-bashkive-taksa-e-prones-kontribuesi-kryesor/
http://www.oranews.tv/puntate/para-e-pasuri-fondet-e-bashkive-ligji-i-ri-per-decentralizimin/
http://shekulli.com.al/p.php?id=620056&fondet-per-vendoret-raporti-si-perdoren-parate-nga-bashkite-e-reja
https://opozita.com/2017/03/analiza-investimet-kapitale-te-bashkive-rane-16-ne-9-mujorin-e-2016/
https://shtetiweb.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Raporti_2016_ACIR0_01052017_Disseminated.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etqmWHv72ZQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_OBlyaItKDw
http://www.oranews.tv/puntate/para-e-pasuri-fondet-e-bashkive-ligji-i-ri-per-decentralizimin/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfHtyO73Y3A
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Chapter 3: Other Implementation arrangements 

a. Monitoring and evaluation 

 
LA paid great attention to timely monitor the implementation of activities, providing at the same time support 

to grantees and fellows during the process. Several instruments were used for this purpose: 

 

• Grant narrative/financial report: 66 reports (grantees of the 1st and 2nd Calls for Applications + 3 

Rapid Response) had final and/or interim report approved; 

• Grantees/fellows monitoring: At least 82 monitoring visits (including on spot monitoring); a direct 

output of this close monitoring is the fact that 100% of the closed projects (31projects out of 78) have 

met project’s objectives and all had the final narrative and financial reports approved by LA. 

Monitoring visits or meetings were very important also from the point of view of discussing several 

issues with the grantees and providing support/guidance on different topics. After these meetings the 

project noted tangible improvements in implementation practice, reporting documents and dealing 

with different situations; 

• External evaluation: the project completed an external evaluation of the grants from the 1st Call for 

Applications; 5 grants from the 2nd Call for Applications and three Rapid Response assistance projects. 

This evaluation was used as a supplementary tool to assess the outputs of the grants and potential 

impacts. Findings were very important to address several issues as well as to decide on different topics 

related to implementation. For this reason, LA will repeat this type of external evaluation for all calls 

for applications and go a step further and check also on the ground the impacts triggered by the 

implemented projects.  

After two years of implementation, LA underwent through an internal mid-term review process in June 2017. 

This occasion served to have an open discussion and brainstorming between LA consortium members, LA 

staff and Swiss Embassy on project’s activities, results and impact, and expectations for the future as well.  

b. Gender mainstreaming 

LA has continued to mainstream gender in its activities and grants. Out of 78 grantees, LA has supported six 

women organisations, whilst 50 % of fellows are women (11 out of 22 fellowships). LA has taken some 

concrete step in its 2nd Year of implementation that includes providing support to grantees to have gender 

lenses in their daily activities and reports and sharing experiences among grantees on how to include gender 

issues in the projects supported by LA.  

 

A peer to peer seminar with grantees of the 1st and 2nd Calls for Applications was organised on March 24th, 

2017, to share models how gender blind projects could have concrete results on gender. 

 

Although the projects of the 1st and 2nd Calls for Applications did not focus on gender mainstreaming, different 

interesting elements related to gender equality and gender mainstreaming are materialized during the 

implementation of different project components or activities. 36.3% of grantees have clearly targeted and have 

achieved an equal participation of both women and men or boys and girls in their planned activities.  

 

This element of equal participation was particularly important in small urban or sub-urban areas of the country 

(i.e. in Bulqiza – a small city full of gender stereotypes and prejudices and with very limited possibilities of 

having women and girls actively engaged in social life). 54.5% of grantees have influenced on increasing 

women’s and girls’ visibility in public life, through different activities, i.e. establishment of different 

structures, use of media to report citizens’ concerns, monitoring of local self-government transparencies, etc.   
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Albanian Institute of Science, grantee of the 2nd Call for Applications, performed a national analysis on 

“Gender perspective of public contract at local government”. This was the first time that such analysis is 

performed in Albania, and it is a very meaningful instrument for evidence-based advocacy. The analysis 

highlighted a small number of public contracts with companies owned or administrated by women in 61 

municipalities. Only 3.2% of the total value of contracts was signed with entities owned or managed by women 

or 5% of the number of all contracts, despite the fact that 30% of the companies are owned by women. 

 

c. Approach to communication 
 

LA has a twofold strategic communication approach: firstly, to intensively promote the results of LA supported 

grantees and their work and secondly to bring the issue of local democracy in the national agenda. There have 

been substantial results on that regards: 

 

• 25 news published in media connected with LA or grantees activities; 

• 96 multimedia/video products from grantees raising the issue of local democracy; 

• 12 investigative articles on sensitive issues such as application of decriminalization law to the mayors 

and members of councils, the construction of the playground at the Lake of Tirana, the murder of a 

young person at Sharra etc; 

• 103 articles are written by grantees on social and newspaper; 

• 1 mini documentary produced by LA to promote successful stories; 

• 10 articles in published in national printed newspapers coveting issues such as implementation of the 

right to information in local level, the role of civil society catalyst at local level; 

• 10 activities promoting LA initiatives for changing local democracy and sharing experiences; 

• Aggressive campaigning on Social Media profiles of the project: 14k followers on Facebook page in 

one and a half year; 

• Every local event organized by the project have gained visibility in local media in order to spread the 

voice of the possibility to apply in calls for applications and Rapid Response Instrument; 

• 13 participations in TV program to promote LA and the grantees. 

 

On April 24th – 28th, 2017, LA organized “Leviz for Democracy” Week, which was designed as a week packed 

with activities dedicated to local democracy.  10 activities - in Shkodra, Puka, Elbasan and Tirana were 

… Bulqiza is a small town in north of Albania, well-known for the chrome industry. For the first time it 

happened that a girl engaged in the project supported by LA, brought the voice of the young people in 

local TV on waste management. She broke a taboo related with girls position in family and public life 

and was used as a positive model to inspire and promote the engagement of many more girls and women 

to actively participate in project activities and in public life...”  

 

 Final project report of Shelter for Abused Women and Girls “Youth for local government” 

“…We were a team of boys and when we planned the proposed idea and presented it as a project proposal 

to LA, we never thought about girls participation or about mainstreaming any gender component in our 

activities. But during the project implementation we realized that in some schools there were many more 

girls than boys ready to participate and being actively engaged in our activities, especially in meetings of 

Youth Board with different representatives of the Municipality or Municipal Council. Thanks to LA support 

we learned how to use this tendency for a better achievement of our results. We learned how to use girls’ 

knowledge and commitment tothe beneficit of the entire youth community in Vora. In many cases we 

approached the  targeted groups through the specific engagement of girls in our project…”    

 

    G. Hajdari, individual grantee “Youth Advisory Board in Vore” 
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organized by LA on local democracy issues identified mainly by grantees. The activities generated public 

discussions on the tangible local democracy issues such as transparency, accountability and active participation 

in decision making. It helped to share good experiences of grantees in other localities such as the theatre played 

by “FemArt” of “ATA” fellows in Shkodra, or the good example of Youth Board of Vora shared in Puka etc. 

A national forum was organized to debate on crucial role that transparent local finances and municipality 

council member have in local democracy. More than 850 persons participated in the activities organized by 

LA during the week. 

Chapter 4: Finances and management 
 

The approved budget of LA for the 2nd Project Year (July 1st, 2016 – June 30th, 2017) was 1,861,920 CHF. 

During this reporting period, LA finalized the grant-giving process of the 2nd and 3rd Calls for Applications. 

Therefore, LA has awarded: 

 

• 19 grant contracts under the 2nd Call for Applications with a total budget of CHF 383,000:  

▪ 13 grants are awarded to NPO’s;  

▪ 6 to fellows. 

• 33 grant contracts under the 3rd Call for Applications with a total budget of CHF 738,947: 

▪ 24 grants are awarded to NPO’s; 

▪ 9 to fellows. 

• 3 Rapid Response grants are awarded with a total budget of CHF 34,630. 

 

 
 

 

Table 1 below provides a summary for the 2nd Project Year, meanwhile Table 2 provides a progressive picture 

for each call for applications for all the implementation period. 

 

Table 1: Summary for Year 2 

               CHF 

 
 

 

 

2nd Call
33%

3rd Call
64%

Rapid Response
3%

GRANTS AWARDED

NPO Fellows TOTAL NPO Fellows TOTAL

Grants of the 1
st

 call -                 -                 -                 124,840         56,829           181,670         

Grants of the 2nd call 319,000         64,000           383,000         251,074         39,480           290,554         

Grants of the 3
rd

 call 646,023         92,924           738,947         346,286         1,427             347,713         

Rapid Response 34,630           -                 34,630           34,138           -                 34,138           

Total 999,653         156,924         1,156,577      756,338         97,737           854,075         

Contracted amount Disbursed amount
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Table 2: Progressive summary, Year 1 + Year 2  
CHF 

 
 

LA provides continuous support and mentoring to the awarded grantees to increase their capacities and ensure 

a successful and effective project management & implementation. 

Chapter 5: Way forward 

The main challenges in the upcoming year relates to the implementation of the recommendations from the 

internal Mid-Term Review (MTR). The project main pillars for this year are: 

• Improving the demand driven grants mechanism, to ensure an outreach of local rooted civil society 

actors. LA will introduce a two folded-grants approach in the upcoming two calls for applications, to 

stimulate small locally rooted organization to apply. Moreover, LA has expanded the call directions 

throughout its classical areas providing an opportunity to a larger target groups such as artists, 

sportsmen, young person’s etc., to be part of the calls for applications; 

• Build on the successful stories/projects of LA supported grants through up-scaling mechanism. An 

open call dedicated to the LA grantee will be launched together with the 4th Call for Applications, 

inviting former grantees to upscale their projects; 

• Further increase the visibility of results from the projects and build synergies among grantees through 

lessons sharing and peer to peer activities; 

• Enhance the capacity building component through on-site and online training sessions and close 

coaching of the grantees;   

• Improve the financial open platform for municipality data to a user-friendly tailor- made platform, 

easily understandable by different categories;  

• Support local media and activists to be active in their community to enhance local democracy; 

• Providing legal support to local activists on issues related to local democracy. 

 

NPO Individuals TOTAL NPO Individuals TOTAL

Grants of the 1
st

 call 361,848        63,038          424,886        337,854        58,800          396,654        

Grants of the 2nd call 319,000        64,000          383,000        251,074        39,480          290,554        

Grants of the 3
rd

 call 646,023        92,924          738,947        346,286        1,427            347,713        

Rapid Response 48,881          -               48,881          46,964          -               46,964          

Total 1,375,752     219,962        1,595,714     982,178        99,707          1,081,885     

Contracted amount Disbursed amount


